Adolescence is often described as a period of increased risk taking relative to both childhood and adulthood. This inflection in risky choice behavior has been attributed to a neurobiological imbalance between earlier developing motivational systems and later developing top-down control regions. Yet few studies have decomposed risky choice to investigate the underlying mechanisms or tracked their differential developmental trajectory. The current study uses a risk-return decomposition to more precisely assess the development of processes underlying risky choice and to link them more directly to specific neural mechanisms. This decomposition specifies the influence of changing risks (outcome variability) and changing returns (expected value) on the choices of children, adolescents, and adults in a dynamic risky choice task, the Columbia Card Task. Behaviorally, risk aversion increased across age groups, with adults uniformly risk averse and adolescents showing substantial individual differences in risk sensitivity, ranging from risk seeking to risk averse. Neurally, we observed an adolescent peak in risk-related activation in the anterior insula and dorsal medial PFC. Return sensitivity, on the other hand, increased monotonically across age groups and was associated with increased activation in the ventral medial PFC and posterior cingulate cortex with age. Our results implicate adolescence as a developmental phase of increased neural risk sensitivity. Importantly, this work shows that using a behaviorally validated decision-making framework allows a precise operationalization of key constructs underlying risky choice that inform the interpretation of results.
Introduction
Adolescence is a period of changing cognitive, social, sexual, and physical demands with significant changes in brain circuitry. That is, during adolescence there are ongoing increases in myelination and a gradual decrease in synaptic density (Huttenlocher, 1990; Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997; Gogtay et al., 2004; Tamnes et al., 2010) , with prefrontal regions-implicated in topdown control processes-developing later than subcortical re-gions implicated in affective-motivational processes. These different maturational trajectories have been linked to a potential imbalance during adolescence , hypothesized to result in heightened emotional responding, poor choice, and an increased propensity to engage in risky behaviors (Somerville et al., 2010; Gladwin et al., 2011) .
However, to date, few studies have focused on the mechanisms underlying risky choice across development. That is, most developmental imaging studies focused on adolescents' neural responses to rewards. Of these studies, some observed hypersensitive striatal responses to reward in adolescents (Galvan et al., 2006; Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010; Padmanabhan et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011) , while others observed hyposensitivity (Bjork et al., 2004 (Bjork et al., , 2010 , or minimal developmental changes (May et al., 2004; Paulsen et al., 2011; Teslovich et al., 2014) . These conflicting results may be explained partly by methodological differences , with some studies confounding reward and risk, and many studies not studying risky choice (for review, see Richards et al., 2013 ). In the current study we use a model-based approach to operationalize central constructs of risky choice.
In behavioral decision sciences and neuroeconomics, risky choices are typically analyzed within formal frameworks. A specific class of models-risk-return models (Weber, 2010 )-decompose risky choice into a return component (i.e., the mean or expected value of a decision's outcome) and a risk component (the outcome variability, typically the variance or SD of the distribution of possible outcomes). In contrast to utility-based models such as prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) , risk-return models explicitly model a component of risk in choice behavior. Adult neuroimaging studies using risk-return frameworks showed greater returns to be associated with increased striatal and ventromedial (vm) PFC activation, and greater risks to be associated with increased activations in dorsomedial (dm) PFC, thalamus, and the anterior insula (Tobler et al., 2009; Mohr et al., 2010a, b) .
To investigate the processes that underlie and drive risky choice across development, we applied a risk-return model to the dynamic risky choices of children, adolescents, and adults in a modified, fMRI-compatible version of the "hot" Columbia Card Task (CCT). The hot CCT is a dynamic risky choice task sensitive to individual and developmental differences in risk taking (Figner et al., 2009; . Using parametric fMRI analyses, we identified brain regions that were modulated by expected risks, expected returns, and/or the outcomes of participants' choices (i.e., gains and losses). Specifically we were interested in how these responses changed across age groups. Therefore, we examined both linear effects (reflecting monotonic developmental differences) and quadratic effects (reflecting adolescent-specific differences).
Materials and Methods

Participants
To be able to study developmental changes in and out of adolescence, we included children, mid-to-late adolescents, and adults in our sample: 85 participants between ages 8 and 35 years were scanned for this study. Data from five participants were excluded due to their inability to complete the task and/or technical problems; data from eight participants were excluded due to excessive head motion (a root mean square differ-ence between consecutive volumes of Ͼ3 mm in Ͼ5% of the volumes of a run). For some participants, head movement or technical problems led to the exclusion of one run (n ϭ 6; two adolescents, four children) or two runs (n ϭ 1; one child) out of the total four runs, leaving, however, sufficient trials to estimate effects (e.g., Ͼ100 decision trials). For occasionally occurring head motions (Յ5% of the volumes of a run), volumes with motion-and an additional ϩ1/Ϫ1 volumes to account for spinhistory effects-were not included in regressors of interest and were modeled by nuisance regressors (i.e., censored). All participants provided written informed consent for the study ( parental consent and participant assent for children and adolescents). All procedures were approved by local institutional review boards.
Our final sample consisted of 23 children (8 -11 years, mean age ϭ 10, SD ϭ 1.25, 14 females), 25 adolescents (16 -19 years, mean age ϭ 17.9, SD ϭ 1.51, 14 females), and 24 adults (25-34 years, mean age ϭ 28.3, SD ϭ 2.5, 12 females). Participants were recruited through local advertisements and received a reimbursement of $30 for the first (behavioral) session and $50 for the second (fMRI) session (see below, Procedure). Additionally, a $10 endowment was given in each session: participants were explicitly instructed that three game rounds of the CCT would be randomly drawn from the set of played game rounds and the outcomes of these game rounds would be totaled and added to (in case of a positive total) or subtracted from (in case of a negative total) the $10 endowment (with 1 point worth 1 cent). Participants could not lose more than the $10 endowment.
All participants were right-handed, reported normal or corrected-tonormal vision, and had an absence of neurological or psychiatric impairments. Estimated intelligence scores were obtained using the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI; Wechsler, 1999) . Estimated mean IQs were 112.8 for children [one child (male) did not provide WASI scores], 115.2 for adolescents, and 118.0 for adults; IQ did not differ between age groups ( p ϭ 0.43).
Materials
Task. In this study, we developed and administered an fMRI-adjusted version of the hot CCT (referred to as the fMRI-CCT; Fig. 1 ). The original behavioral version of this task has been used frequently to assess risk taking in an affective-motivational context (Figner et al., 2009; Baumann and DeSteno, 2012; Penolazzi et al., 2012; Panno et al., 2013) .
Figure 1.
Example of a game round in the fMRI-CCT (with two turned cards) ending because a loss card is drawn. Within each game round, we modeled the decision and the feedback phase.
The fMRI-CCT consists of several game rounds, each of which starts with a specified number of cards shown face down (ranging from 6 to 16). Explicit information is given about (1) the total number of cards, (2) the number of loss cards (ranging from 1 to 8) hidden among them, (3) the gain amount for each turned over gain card (ranging from 1 to 30), and (4) the loss amount if a loss card is turned over (ranging from Ϫ5 to Ϫ100). In addition, a running total of the points accumulated in the current game round is shown and updated with each card turned over. Each new game round starts with a score of 0. Within each game round, participants make a series of binary decisions whether to turn over a(nother) card or to stop turning over cards. A game round continues, with points accumulating, until the participant decides to stop turning over cards or until he or she turns over a loss card, which leads to the subtraction of the stated loss amount from the running score and ends the current game round. In different game rounds, the decision process is always the same, but the probability and amounts of gain and loss vary.
For fMRI purposes, the CCT was adapted as follows (see Fig. 1 ). First, the start of a new game round was indicated by a fixation cross displayed on the screen for 2-8 s (jittered in steps of 2 s). Then, the game round information (total number of cards, number of loss cards, gain amount, and loss amount) was presented for 2.5 s. This information, along with the running score, continued to be displayed at the top of the screen throughout the game round. After 2.5 s, the cards (face down) and the two response buttons (take card/stop taking cards) were presented. After 0.5-1.5 s (jittered) the buttons were "activated" (a change in color from pale to bright gray) indicating to the participants that they now could choose whether to take a card or stop taking cards (i.e., end the current game round). Placement of the "take card" button and the "stop" button (and respective finger responses of index vs middle finger) was counterbalanced across participants. Participants were allowed a maximum of 10 s to respond; if they did not respond within this time window, a screen was presented indicating a missed response (Too Late!) after which the current game round ended and a new game round started. In case of a missed response, no points were won or lost in this game round. After the participant made a decision (take card/stop), the pressed button changed color to blue for 0.5-1.5 s (jittered), then one card (randomly chosen by the computer among the remaining face-down cards) was turned over and the running score was updated. This outcome display stayed on the screen for 1 s. If the turned card was a gain card, the game round continued after a 0.5-2 s blank screen (jittered). The game round ended if the participant turned over a loss card or if the participant decided to stop taking cards. In both cases, the feedback (loss card) or choice (highlighted stop taking cards button) stayed on screen for 1 s before a new game round started. Game rounds with missed responses were not repeated and were not included in the pool of game rounds relevant for the final outcome. Missed responses were rare, in 1.42, 0.84, and 0.71% of game rounds in children, adolescents, and adults, respectively. The average amount of points earned across game rounds (i.e., final score per game round divided by the number of game rounds) did show a significant positive correlation with age (r ϭ 0.27, p ϭ 0.02), indicating that older participants had a higher average score in the task; this is consistent with the results of the risk-return analysis reported below (see Results).
To be able to estimate the effects of the predictors of main interest (i.e., risk, return, gain), we aimed to choose the task characteristics (total number of cards, number of loss cards, gain amount, and loss amount) in a way that minimized potential collinearity between, and maximized variances within, these predictors. To achieve this goal, we used a formal design optimization approach to determine the required characteristics of game rounds. In brief, a space of possible game rounds was specified (6 -16 cards, 1-8 loss cards, gain amount 1-30, and loss amount Ϫ5 to Ϫ100), from which we eliminated impossible combinations and further eliminated combinations that we expected to lead to uniform behavior across participants (e.g., if the gain amount was larger than the loss amount). We optimized D-optimality by the Fedorov exchange algorithm (Atkinson and Donev, 1992) to generate a set of game rounds. Note that risk and return vary not only between, but also within game rounds across binary take card/stop decisions. Accordingly, a participant who turned over more cards might not have encountered exactly the same values of risk and return as a participant who turned over fewer cards. However, our task design ensured that all participants encountered a wide range or risk and return values.
Procedure
Data were collected at the Sackler Institute of the Weill Cornell Medical College. Participants came in for two separate sessions. On the first visit, they were familiarized with the scanning environment using a mock scanner and played a behavioral version of the fMRI-CCT with a set of 51 game rounds divided over three runs. Half were unique game rounds, and half were also included in the imaging session. Task parameters and payment were identical to the imaging version of the task except that the interval between game rounds was constant (1 s) instead of jittered. Before the task started, all participants received explicit instructions on the information presented in the task and played five practice game rounds in which the experimenter verbally explained the ongoing changes in the screen. Also, the WASI was administered in the first session (before the fMRI-CCT), as were other assessments, not specific to the current experiment.
On their second visit, participants performed the fMRI-CCT inside the MRI scanner. Before the start of the experiment, participants were shown a screenshot of the fMRI-CCT and asked to explain to the experimenter the numerically displayed information on the screen (total number of cards and number of loss cards (i.e., probability), gain amount, loss amount, and running score). If a participant did not remember, the explanation of all information was repeated until she or he correctly explained all information to the experimenter to achieve full understanding in all participants.
Game rounds were divided into four fMRI runs, each lasting 7.5 min. Depending on the average number of cards turned over, participants differed in the number of game rounds completed, with a minimum of 11 and a maximum of 22 game rounds per run. Participants completed on average 75.5 game rounds in total, which did not differ significantly between age groups ( p ϭ 0.9). Participants' mean response times were not related to the number of rounds participants played (r ϭ Ϫ0.13, p ϭ 0.27), suggesting that there were no speed-accuracy tradeoffs present.
A high-resolution T1 scan was collected for registration purposes. After scanning, participants were given a short questionnaire asking about their decision strategies and understanding of the game.
Behavioral risk-return decomposition. The risk-return decomposition of the CCT estimated the effect of return (operationalized as the expected value, EV) and the effect of risk (operationalized as the SD) on the likelihood to take a card versus to stop taking cards. Return (EV) was defined as follows: gain probability ϫ gain amount ϩ loss probability ϫ loss amount.
(1) Risk (SD) was defined as follows:
As the SD for stopping is zero, taking a card always entails a greater (nonzero) risk, compared with not taking a card. Similarly, as the EV of stopping is zero, a positive return value indicates greater return for taking compared with not taking a card, while a negative return value indicates the opposite. These two variables, risk and return, served as the key independent variables in our behavioral analysis, with the binary choices to take a card/stop taking cards as the dependent variable.
To assess the effects of risk and return on choice, and to assess whether these effects differed between age groups, the behavioral data from the fMRI session and the behavioral session were analyzed with a generalized linear mixed-effects model approach using the lme4 package in R . Risk and return variables were grand mean centered. P values were determined using Likelihood Ratio Tests as implemented in the mixed function in the afex package (Singmann, 2013). The unit of analysis was the binary decision level (take card/stop taking cards). The fitted mixed-effect model reads in formal notation: First level:
Second level:
In which y it indicates the response of the ith individual at the tth trial, with y it ϭ 0 denoting stopping and y it ϭ 1 denoting taking a card. Substitution of the second level model into the first level model gives the integrated model that was fitted to the data. Parameters in this model are the fixed effects (␥s) and the random effects (variance of term and terms), the latter terms model between-participant variance, required to account for the repeated-measures nature of the data and to avoid inflated type 1 errors (Baayen et al., 2008; Barr et al., 2013) . Covariances between random effects were explicitly estimated. As risk and return were centered, the fixed intercept, ␥ 00 , denotes the tendency to take a card for average risk and return. The model includes in addition polynomial linear and quadratic main effects of age group (␥ 01 and ␥ 02 ), main effects of risk and return (␥ 10 and ␥ 20 ), as well as interactions of age group (linear and quadratic) with risk and return (␥ 11 , ␥ 12 , ␥ 21 , and ␥ 22 ). Similar to the fMRI analysis, we included as predictor of no interest a variable (effect denoted by ␥ 30 ) that indicates which decision within a game round it was (first, second, etc.), to account for changes in the likelihood to take a card within a game round independent of risk and return. Participant-specific random slopes for risk and for return captured individual differences in sensitivity to risks and returns. That is, the variance of 0i denotes between-participant variance in the tendency to take a card for average risk and return, and the variance of 1i and 2i denote between-participant variance in the effect of risk and return, respectively. Finally, the variance of it denotes withinparticipant variance.
This model allows us to decompose overt choices into three components: (1) risk taking (i.e., defined by the intercept); (2) risk sensitivity, this coefficient could either be approach related (i.e., a positive coefficient indicates an increased likelihood to take a card with increasing risk) or avoidance related (i.e., a negative coefficient indicates a decreased likelihood to take a card with increasing risk; note that greater risk sensitivity can refer to both directions, approach or avoidance); and (3) return sensitivity. Note that return sensitivity could also refer to both approach-and avoidance-related behaviors. Although the decisions in the fMRI session were of main interest, we analyzed the behavioral session as well with the same model to (1) check for consistency in risk taking and risk sensitivity and return sensitivity and (2) to relate neural activation to behaviorally estimated risk sensitivity and return sensitivity in both the behavioral and fMRI sessions.
Imaging acquisition. fMRI data were acquired with a standard wholehead coil using a 3 tesla Siemens Magnetom scanner. T2*-weighted EPIs were acquired during four functional runs. The first four volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effects. Volumes covered the whole brain (33 slices; voxel size 3.4 ϫ 3.4 ϫ 4 mm, 4 mm slice thickness; 220 ϫ 220 mm FOV; interleaved acquisition) and were acquired every 2000 ms (TE ϭ 30 ms). A high-resolution T1-weighted anatomical scan (160 slices; voxel size 1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1.2 mm, 1.20 mm slice thickness; 256 ϫ 256 mm FOV; TR ϭ 2170 ms, TE ϭ 4.33 ms) was obtained from each participant before the functional runs.
Imaging analysis was performed using the FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT. v5.98) part of FSL v4.1 (FMRIB's Software Library; www.fmrib. ox.ac.uk/fsl). The data were high-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 100 s to remove baseline drift in the signal. Preprocessing of functional volumes included spatial smoothing with a 6 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian kernel, motion-corrected (MCFLIRT; Jenkinson et al., 2002), removal of nonbrain tissue , and grand mean intensity normalization of the entire 4D dataset by a single multiplicative factor.
All functional datasets were registered into 3D space using the participant's individual high-resolution anatomical images. The individual 3D image was then used to normalize the functional data into MNI standard space. Registration to high-resolution structural and standard space images was performed using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Jenkinson et al., 2002) . Registration from high-resolution structural to standard space was further refined using FNIRT nonlinear registration (Andersson et al., 2007a, b) .
fMRI analyses. Statistical analyses were performed using the GLM. The design matrix of the GLM was convolved with a double-gamma hemodynamic response function and its first derivative. In the GLM, we included an intercept, parametric regressors of return and risk, and discrete regressors for gain and loss outcomes (Figure 1 ). The intercept regressor was orthogonalized with respect to the parametric return and risk regressors. The onset of the intercept, return, and risk regressor was modeled at the moment participants could make a decision (activation of choice buttons); their duration was modeled by the respective response time of that choice. Note that response times (RT) did not show differences between children, adolescents, and adults (mean RT ϭ 1.33 s, mean RT ϭ 1.29 s, mean RT ϭ 1.40 s, respectively; p ϭ 0.68). The onset of the gain and loss regressors was modeled with zero-duration regressors at the start of the feedback presentation screen. Additionally, we included a parametric regressor of no interest coding the decision within a game round (first, second, etc.) to account for changes in the likelihood to take a card within a game round independent of return and risk. Finally, motion regressors for occasional volumes with high motion and too slow responses were included as regressors of no interest.
An additional lower level model was fitted to test for age-related changes in neural activation related to parametric gains. This additional model focusing on gains was tested because (1) adolescence often has been associated with increased gain sensitivity compared with childhood and adulthood (Galvan et al., 2006; Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010; Padmanabhan et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2011) and (2) gains, in contrast to losses, could be analyzed parametrically since they were encountered frequently in varying sizes. That is, gains were present at each choice turning a gain card and gain amounts (2-20) varied substantially between game rounds. In contrast, losses were encountered only when a game round ended because of a loss card. This GLM was identical as the model outlined before, with an additional parametric regressor coding the gain amount of each choice outcome, modeled at the start of the feedback screen. Note that one adolescent (female) was not included in this parametric gain model, due to a low number of gains across trials (Ͻ10 in total).
Higher level analyses were performed using FMRIB's Local Analysis of Mixed Effects (FLAME) stage 1 with automatic outlier detection and included linear and quadratic effects of age group. Linear age effects were modeled as follows: children, adolescents, adults [Ϫ1 0 1] for ageincreasing effects and [1 0 Ϫ1] for age-decreasing effects. Quadratic age effects were modeled as follows: children, adolescents, adults [Ϫ1 2 Ϫ1] for an adolescent-specific increase of activation and [1 Ϫ2 1] for an adolescent-specific decrease of activation.
For whole-brain analyses, Z statistic images were thresholded with Gaussian Random Field Theory cluster-wise correction, Z Ͼ 2.3 and FWE corrected with p Ͻ 0.05. Note that this default Z-threshold of 2.3 is more sensitive to larger clusters compared with a higher Z-threshold (Smith and Nichols, 2009) . Recent developmental neuroimaging studies used the same threshold, improving comparability across studies in this field (Paulsen et al., 2011; Galván and McGlennen, 2013; Telzer et al., 2013) . However, to additionally inspect more peaked cluster activation, we reran our whole-brain analyses with a cluster-thresholding criterion of Z Ͼ 2.6, p Ͻ 0.05, and report the respective results in addition to the results from our standard thresholding criterion.
To visualize whole-brain effects, we extracted the mean percentage of signal change from clusters of activation. If a whole-brain cluster spanned several anatomical regions we extracted the overlap of the functional activation with an anatomical image from the Harvard-Oxford atlas implemented in FSL.
Results
Choice fMRI session
Our analysis showed significant main effects of both risk and return. A higher risk led to a decreased likelihood to take a card (i.e., participants on average avoided risks; B ϭ Ϫ0.021, p ϭ 0.014), while a higher return led to an increased likelihood to take a card (i.e., participants on average approached returns; B ϭ 0.184, p Ͻ 0.001). Results did not show a main linear or quadratic effect of Age Group, indicating that all age groups had a similar risk-taking tendency (Figure 2A ). Risk showed a significant interaction with Age Group (linear; B ϭ Ϫ0.0192, p ϭ 0.048), indicating that risk aversion increased with age ( Figure 2B ). There was a significant Age Group (linear) ϫ Return interaction (B ϭ 0.063, p Ͻ 0.001), indicating that return sensitivity (i.e., approaching returns) increased with age ( Figure 2C ). Interactions with quadratic age terms were not significant (all ps Ͼ 0.2).
Follow-up tests per Age Group, using the same mixed-effects model approach, showed that risk did not significantly influence the tendency to take a card in children ( p ϭ 0.68). In contrast, increasing risk showed a marginally significant trend toward a decreased tendency to take a card in adolescents (B ϭ Ϫ0.027, p ϭ 0.095). Adults showed a negative effect of risk on choice (B ϭ Ϫ0.031, p ϭ 0.004), indicating risk aversion. In contrast, increasing return significantly increased the tendency to take a card in children (B ϭ 0.068, p ϭ 0.014), in adolescents (B ϭ 0.218, p Ͻ 0.001), and in adults, (B ϭ 0.248, p Ͻ 0.001).
There were substantial individual differences in participants' tendencies to take a card, their sensitivity to risk, and their sensitivity to return (see Fig. 2 ). Note that increasing returns generally increased risk taking across participants in all age groups (although to different extents), whereas increasing risks decrease risk taking uniformly only in adults. In the adolescent age group, individuals differed substantially, some "approaching" risk (increased tendency to take a card with increasing risk, i.e., risk seeking), and some most strongly "avoiding" risk (decreased tendency to take a card with increasing risk, i.e., risk aversion). In children, large individual variability was also observed, with, however, the main effect straddling zero. This may indicate that children show individual choice strategies that are consistent with a wide range of possible risk sensitivities, but that their choice behavior is not strongly and consistently influenced by changes in risk (i.e., children appear to be risk insensitive).
To further investigate age effects, we correlated participants' risk-sensitivity estimates with age (in years) for children, adolescents, and adults separately. In adults and adolescents, no significant correlations were observed ( ps Ͼ 0.8). However, in children, age correlated negatively with risk-sensitivity (r ϭ Ϫ0.43, p ϭ 0.043), indicating that older children exhibited increased risk aversion. No significant correlations were observed for return sensitivity in children ( p ϭ 0.12) or in the other age groups ( ps Ͼ 0.07). These within-age group results are consistent with our between-age group results of an age-related increase in risk sensitivity (in particular, risk aversion), though at a more fine-grained age level during childhood. We additionally investigated the relation between IQ and estimated risk (and return) sensitivity: IQ did not correlate significantly with either risk sensitivity or return sensitivity or across age groups or within any of the age groups ( ps Ͼ 0.1).
We ran a set of supplemental behavioral analyses, to investigate potential effects of gender, time, and choice strategy across age groups. First, given reported gender differences in risky choice behavior (Byrnes et al., 1999; Jansen et al., 2014) , we ran a similar mixed model, but with Gender as an additional fixed effect, as well as an interaction between Gender and Age Group (linear) and Gender and Age Group (quadratic). This model showed no effect of Gender on choice ( p ϭ 0.88) or any interactions between Gender and Age Group (all ps Ͼ 0.1).
Second, we tested possible effects of time on risky choice, as age groups might differ in, for example, whether they grow tired during the task, or take longer (i.e., more game rounds) to optimize their decision strategies. Accordingly, we ran a similar mixed model, with a fixed effect of time added (i.e., run: ranging from 1 to 4, according to the four fMRI runs of our design), as well as the interaction between Time ϫ Age Group (linear) and Time ϫ Age Group (quadratic). In addition to a participantspecific random intercept, and participant-specific random slopes for risk and return, a participant-specific random slope for Time was added to the model. The results show no effect of Time on choice ( p ϭ 0.32) or any interactions between Time and Age Group (linear: p ϭ 0.38; quadratic: p ϭ 0.84). These results suggest (1) that overall there was little change in decisions over time and (2) that there were no age differences in any potential timedependent effects.
Third, we assessed participants' understanding of the task by running a mixed model on choice behavior that included all the information presented on the screen (number of cards/amount of loss cards, i.e., loss probability, loss amount, and gain amount). We observed in all age groups significant effects of loss probability, loss amount, and gain amount (all ps Ͻ 0.001), all in the expected directions. That is, lower loss probability, lower loss amount, and higher gain amount increased the tendency to take another card in all age groups. These results suggest that all age groups understood the task information and were able to use it appropriately.
Fourth, participants' decision strategies and goals when performing the fMRI-CCT were assessed with self-report items administered after the fMRI-CCT was completed: The first set of questions focused on participants' use of the information presented in the CCT. Questions included: "I mainly focused on the number of loss cards," "I mainly focused on the amount of loss," and "I mainly focused on the amount of gain," answered on seven-point Likert scales ranging from "doesn't apply at all" (1) to "strongly applies" (7). We observed no significant differences between the three age groups on (1) focus on number of loss cards (Children: M ϭ 4.5, SD ϭ 1.5; Adolescents: M ϭ 4.6, SD ϭ 1.3; Adults M ϭ 4.4, SD ϭ 1.2; p ϭ 0.85) and (2) focus on loss amount (Children: M ϭ 4.3, SD ϭ 1.9; Adolescents M ϭ 4.3, SD ϭ 1.3; Adults M ϭ 4.3, SD ϭ 1.5; p ϭ 0.99). These results suggest that participants in all three age groups were equally aware that they used that information in making their decisions. However, gain amount ratings showed a significant difference between age groups (F (2,69) ϭ 5.14, p ϭ 0.008), with children reporting a stronger focus on gains than adolescents (Children: M ϭ 4.9; SD ϭ 1.5; Adolescents: M ϭ 3.6; SD ϭ 1.4; Adults: M ϭ 4.3; SD ϭ 1.3; Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparison, p ϭ 0.007; all other pairwise comparisons were not significant, ps Ͼ 0.1).
The second set of questions concerned participants' strategies, formulated as the goals they may have had: "My goal was to test my luck and see how many cards I could turn over before I get busted," "My goal was to make as much money as possible," "My goal was to avoid turning over a loss card," and "My goal was to have fun playing the game." (For one adolescent and six adults, these data are missing.) None of these questions showed a significant difference between age groups, again suggesting no differences in goals/strategies across age groups (all ps Ͼ 0.3).
Choice behavioral session
To investigate the consistency of individuals' risk taking, risk sensitivity, and return sensitivity, we estimated participantspecific effects in choice behavior in the behavioral session. These data from the behavioral session were analyzed with a similar risk-return mixed-effects model as stated in the Materials and Methods section, to extract individual estimates, i.e., participantspecific tendencies to take a card (intercepts) and participantspecific sensitivities to risk and return (slopes). To investigate consistency across sessions, we correlated the estimates from the behavioral and the estimates from the fMRI session. High correlations across sessions were observed particularly for participants' risk-taking tendency (r ϭ 0.721, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 2D ) and for their return sensitivity (r ϭ 0.635, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 2E ). Participants' risk sensitivity (r ϭ 0.382, p ϭ 0.001; Fig. 2F ) showed a lower, but still considerable consistency between sessions.
To investigate whether age groups differed in the stability of the estimated risk and return sensitivity parameters across sessions, we regressed the estimated risk (and return) sensitivity from the behavioral session, age, and the interaction of these terms, on the estimated risk (and return) sensitivity in the fMRI session. The results showed no significant interaction effect between age and risk sensitivity ( p ϭ 0.27), or between age and return sensitivity ( p ϭ 0.1). These results indicate a relative stability across sessions in individual differences in risk taking, risk sensitivity, and return sensitivity, and this stability in return sensitivity and risk sensitivity did not differ significantly between age groups.
Whole-brain results
Risk
First, we tested age-related changes in neural activation associated with risk. A whole-brain analysis showed that the quadratic age contrast-testing for an adolescent peak in neural activation-showed a cluster of heightened adolescent activation encompassing the right anterior insula extending into inferior frontal gyrus and the dmPFC; a second cluster showed heightened adolescent activation in the bilateral caudate (see Figure 3A , Table 1 for a complete list). No significant results were found for the reversed quadratic or the linear age contrasts. Thus, neural activation associated with risk peaked in adolescents in regions that have been previously implicated in risk processing (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Mohr et al., 2010a, b) .
Additionally, we performed a whole-brain analysis to investigate whether some brain regions uniformly track risk over all age groups. This analysis yielded risk-related activation in thalamus and superior frontal gyrus. Similarly, we tested which regions uniformly decreased activation with increasing risk. This analysis revealed relatively large left prefrontal and bilateral parietal clusters of activation (Table 1) .
To investigate the correspondence between behavioral and neural risk sensitivity, we correlated individuals' estimated risk sensitivity from the behavioral analysis with individuals' neural activation in the dmPFC and the right anterior insula, two regions that were identified in our age-differences analysis and that have been previously implicated as central in risk processing. Both functional regions of interest were masked with a corresponding anatomical mask to extract percentage signal change to parametric changes in risk.
No significant correlations were observed between neural activation and behavior from the fMRI session when pooling participants across all age groups. Follow-up tests per age group, however, showed that adolescents' behaviorally estimated risk sensitivity was significantly related to neural risk activation in both regions: smaller values of the random slope for risk correlated with greater dmPFC activation (r ϭ Ϫ0.536, p ϭ 0.006; i.e., individuals that more strongly avoided risks, showed greater neural activation in response to risk; Fig. 3B) . A similar correlation, also in adolescents, was observed for the right anterior insula (r ϭ Ϫ0.399, p ϭ 0.048; Fig. 3B ). The same analyses for children and adults did not reveal any significant correlations ( ps Ͼ 0.2). Finally, we also tested for associations between behaviorally estimated risk sensitivity and activation in the caudate, which revealed no significant correlations across or within age groups ( ps Ͼ 0.2).
Additionally, we correlated these neural activations with behaviorally estimated risk sensitivity from the behavioral session. Similar correlations between adolescents' neural activation and risk sensitivity estimated from the behavioral session were, however, not significant (all ps Ͼ 0.9).
Return
Next, we tested age-related changes in neural activation associated with return (see Figure 4A , Table 2 for a complete list. A whole-brain analysis showed that return-related activation increased linearly with age in the vmPFC, including a cluster in the medial orbital frontal cortex and subcallosal ACC, and in a cluster encompassing the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC). The contrast testing for an adolescent peak in return-related neural activation resulted in a cluster in the visual cortex extending into right superior parietal cortex. No significant results were found for the reversed linear and quadratic contrast.
As for risk, we also tested which regions increased activation with increasing return uniformly across age groups. This analysis showed no additional neural activation compared with the neural regions sensitive to age-related changes. Finally, no regions showed decreased activation with increasing return. Thus, consistent with the behavioral effects, neural activation to return increased linearly across age groups. This age-related linear increase was predominantly observed in the vmPFC and PCC, key regions implicated in the processing of (expected and subjective) value (Sescousse et al., 2013) .
Pooled across age groups, vmPFC and PCC activation to parametric returns correlated with behaviorally estimated return sensitivity in the fMRI session in the expected direction, but not significantly so (vmPFC: r ϭ 0.189, p ϭ 0.113; PCC: r ϭ 0.197; p ϭ 0.097; Fig. 4B ). The return-sensitivity estimates from the behavioral session showed the same positive correlations, and were significant: across age groups, higher return sensitivity correlated with greater vmPFC (r ϭ 0.449, p Ͻ 0.001, and PCC activation, r ϭ 0.462, p Ͻ 0.001; Figure 4B ; i.e., individuals that more strongly approached return showed greater neural activation in response to return).
A similar association as in vmPFC and PCC was observed in the superior parietal cortex. That is, individually extracted percentage signal change in response to returns in the superior parietal cortex (anatomically masked functional activation) correlated positively with individuals' estimated behavioral return sensitivity in both the fMRI session (r ϭ 0.282, p ϭ 0.016) and the behavioral session (r ϭ 0.367, p ϭ 0.002; Figure 4B ). Figure 3 . A, Whole-brain maps for the risk regressor, showing regions with peak activation in adolescents പ. Displays thresholded at Z Ͼ 2.3, p Ͻ 0.05 (FWE cluster-corrected). The line graph is only for visualization purposes and displays extracted percentage signal change per age group for the risk-related activation in the anterior insula (functional activation is anatomically masked), including 95% confidence intervals. B, Scatterplots showing the correlation between adolescents' behaviorally estimated risk sensitivity in the fMRI session and neural activation in response to risk in anterior insula and dmPFC. 
Gains and losses
Third, we tested age-related changes in neural activation related to gain and loss outcomes. Figure 5 displays activation maps per age group for the gain Ͼ baseline (i.e., fixation) and the loss Ͼ baseline contrasts. As shown, neural activation in all three age groups widely overlaps and includes cortical (frontoparietal and insula) and subcortical (thalamus, striatal, and brainstem) regions. The [gain Ͼ baseline] and [loss Ͼ baseline] contrasts were subjected to similar analyses to test for age-related changes, masked for regions that were more active for gain Ͼ baseline or for regions that were more active for loss Ͼ baseline effects, respectively. Gain-related activation did not show any linear or quadratic age changes, suggesting uniform processing of gains throughout our studied age range. Loss-related activation also showed little significant age changes. Linear developmental in-creases were observed only within bilateral thalamus and caudate (cluster size ϭ 559 voxels, peak activation xyz ϭ Ϫ8, Ϫ2, 0), the right precuneus (cluster size ϭ 635 voxels, peak activation xyz ϭ 22, Ϫ68, 46), and the visual cortex (cluster size ϭ 1340, peak activation xyz ϭ Ϫ12, Ϫ96, 4). The reversed linear and quadratic age contrasts showed no significant effects. With the more peaked cluster-threshold criterion (Z Ͼ 2.6, p Ͻ 0.05) only the visual cortex cluster was identified.
Finally, we tested the parametric effects of gain for agerelated differences. Testing for regions that uniformly tracked changes in gains across age groups revealed a large cluster of thalamus and striatal activation (voxel size ϭ 4607, peak activation xyz ϭ 8, 4, Ϫ2) that increased activation with increasing gains (Fig. 6 ). Moreover, a cluster of heightened adolescent activation was observed in right lateral prefrontal cortex (voxel size ϭ 1108, peak activation xyz ϭ 40, 6, 26). No linear increases were observed with age. These results indicate more cortical prefrontal recruitment of adolescents in relation to increasing gains.
Discussion
This study focused on age-related changes in behavioral and neural processes related to risk sensitivity and return sensitivity in risky choice. Though evidence has accumulated using simple reward paradigms, the current study takes a computational approach to break down complex, dynamic risky decisions into constituent features to isolate what, in particular, drives unique features of decisions of children and adolescents at the behavioral level, and asks how the developing brain might carry out such unique decision calculations. A risk-return approach has been applied and validated across many behavioral (Weber, 2010) and neuroeconomic studies in adults (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Tobler et al., 2009; Mohr et al., 2010a, b; Rudorf et al., 2012) , but is new to developmental neuroimaging studies. By applying this riskreturn decomposition we were able to study the development of behavior and underlying brain processes in a dynamic risky choice task, and additionally differentiate decision processes (risk and return processing) from outcome processes (gain and loss processing). Using behavioral and parametric fMRI analyses, we focused on examining monotonic developmental differences (linear effects) and adolescent-specific developmental differences (quadratic effects).
Risk
Risk (i.e., outcome variability) has been linked to neural activation in the thalamus, anterior insula, the dmPFC, and the lateral PFC (Preuschoff et al., 2008; Tobler et al., 2009; Mohr et al., 2010a, b) . The current study identified these regions as responsive to changes in risk as well and-more importantly in the context of the current paper-observed that adolescents showed heightened activation in insula and dmPFC compared with children and adults in response to increasing risk. Further, adolescents' individual activations in these regions were significantly correlated with their behaviorally determined individual risksensitivity estimates. Previous studies have linked the insula and dmPFC to an emotional and a cognitive component of risk, respectively (Mohr et al., 2010a) . In this view, insula-related processes would reflect the negative emotional evaluation associated with greater uncertainty about the outcome one would obtain, whereas the dmPFC would reflect a more cognitive-computational process of risk. Following these lines of reasoning, our results suggest that adolescents may have a heightened emotional response to risks relative to children and adults and-at the same time (and perhaps therefore)-may engage more cognitiveregulatory processes in response to risk.
Following Holper et al. (2014) the interpretation of the role of the insula in risk activation might be related to at least four different mechanisms: in addition to affect, risk activation could indicate subjective valuations of risk, perceptions of risk, or objective risk processing. Our study was not designed to decide between these different roles, but given that insula activation tracked increasing risks and greater activation was related to greater risk aversion (at least in adolescents), our results may be consistent with an (aversive) valuation of risk or increased perception of risk in adolescence (Rudorf et al., 2012) . Subjective risk (and return) ratings in future studies may help to disentangle these accounts.
Lateral PFC (as part of a large cluster also encompassing parts of the frontal pole and inferior frontal gyrus) and parietal cortex decreased with increasing risk uniformly across age groups. In adults, specifically the lateral PFC has been implicated in selfcontrol processes in risky and intertemporal choice Figner et al., 2010) and in integrating choice information to arrive at a decision (Mohr et al., 2010a ). In the current study risk and return varied relatively independently. Thus, given the same return levels, decisions with higher, compared with lower, risk were for most participants less attractive. Accordingly, one could speculate that there was reduced need for self-control in such high-risk situations, leading to the observed negative correlation between risk and lateral PFC activation. Figure 5 . Whole-brain maps display per age group Gain Ͼ Baseline and LossϾ Baseline contrasts, thresholded at Z Ͼ 2.3, p Ͻ 0.05 (FWE cluster-corrected). Note that whole-brain maps are highly similar at the more peaked thresholding criterion of Z Ͼ 2.6, p Ͻ 0.05; FWE cluster-corrected. Figure 6 . Whole-brain maps for the parametric gain regressors, showing regions with significant activation across age groups (left; also significant at the more peaked thresholding criterion of Z Ͼ 2.6, p Ͻ 0.05; FWE cluster-corrected), and regions with significant activation for a quadratic age contrast പ (right). Displays thresholded at Z Ͼ 2.3, p Ͻ 0.05 (FWE cluster-corrected).
Return
There is wide agreement in the literature about a value-coding network that responds positively to increasing returns and includes the vmPFC and the posterior cingulate cortex (Knutson et al., 2005; Tobler et al., 2009; Carter et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2010; Levy and Glimcher, 2012) . In our study, return-related activations in these regions increased linearly across age groups and correlated positively with behavioral return sensitivity (from the behavioral session) across age groups. A number of other brain regions have also been related to the coding and calculation of return. A recent study observed specifically heightened rewardrelated signals in the ventral striatum in adolescents , a region related to learning signals (van Duijvenvoorde and Crone, 2013) and basic reward processing. Also regions such as the parietal cortex have been implicated in the coding and calculation of return (i.e., expected value; Kable and Glimcher, 2009; Louie and Glimcher, 2012) . Unexpectedly, the current study identified a cluster in the parietal cortex that exhibited an adolescent peak in return-related activation. Exactly how vmPFC, striatum, and the parietal cortex differently contribute to return sensitivity across development remains to be determined.
When studying respondents in different age groups, one possible concern is that the meaning of a given monetary amount might change with age, which in turn might affect behavior. Typically, studies in adults indicate that a larger (subjective) value for money leads to less risk taking (Markowitz, 1952; Prelec and Loewenstein, 1991) . Thus, if it would be the case that one of the age groups (e.g., children) would subjectively value money differently, their true risk-taking levels might deviate from that of other age groups. Although we observed developmental differences in behavioral risk sensitivity and return sensitivity, the tendency to take a card (i.e., an index of "risk taking") did not differ significantly between age groups. Separate studies are necessary to thoroughly study age-related differences in subjective representations (Harbaugh et al., 2002) .
The current study contributes to the diverse range of reported age-related changes in risk taking. That is, some laboratory risk tasks find a peak in early or late adolescent risk taking (Figner et al., 2009; Burnett et al., 2010) , while others observe decreasing risk-taking levels from childhood to adulthood (Levin and Hart, 2003; Levin et al., 2007 ; for a meta-analysis, see Defoe et al., 2014 ). In the current study, the general tendency to take a card was found to differ substantially between individuals, particularly in children and adolescents. We therefore believe that our approach of decomposing overt risk-taking levels into underlying processes and the individual differences therein is informative and promising for future studies .
Gain and loss
The current paradigm allowed us to not only study decisionrelated processes (risks and returns), but also outcome-related processes such as age-related changes in gain and loss processing. Prior studies have reported mixed findings of developmental differences in response to gains (Richards et al., 2013) . Here, we did not observe significant developmental changes in neural processing of gains. Similarly for loss, we observed little, but if anything linear, developmental changes. A loss (or more generally negative feedback) often is a signal that behavior should be adjusted. Consistent with this view, particularly loss processing is typically related to a prefrontal-parietal network involved in the maturing ability to execute control and update behavior in accordance with internal goals (Miller and Cohen, 2001; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2008; Peters et al., 2014) . Speculatively, it may be that the rela-tively minor developmental changes in outcome processing may be related to the fact that in the current task gains do not indicate a strong learning signal.
Parametric analyses for gain, however, showed neural activation in subcortical structures including the striatum and thalamus that increased with increasing gains. Additionally, adolescents recruited the right lateral PFC more than other age groups in response to increasing gains. Tentatively, these results may indicate a heightened adolescent tendency to execute control in response to increasing gain to guide further choice behavior. These results also suggest that it may not be reward per se, but the differences in reward magnitude to which adolescents might be particularly sensitive, which is an important insight for future studies on adolescent reward sensitivity.
Conclusions
In conclusion, the current study highlights the potential of a model-based approach combined with an algorithmically optimized task design to decompose overt risk-taking levels into the underlying psychological and neural mechanisms related to the processing of risk and return in the risky choices of children, adolescents, and adults. The risk-return framework has the advantage over other, utility-based models such as Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) of including an explicit component of risk. Overall, children were insensitive to changing levels of risk, but showed significant sensitivity to changing levels of return. In contrast, both adolescents and adults showed sensitivity to risk and return, on average seeming to avoid increasing risk and to approach increasing return. However, adolescents' individual differences in risk sensitivity were clearly more pronounced than those of adults. Neural responses to risk also showed pronounced adolescent-specific changes (i.e., nonmonotonic, quadratic age effects in neural responses). Return sensitivity, on the other hand, showed predominantly monotonic age-related changes in behavior and underlying neural activation. This novel approach provides important targets for future studies into the development of risky decision making.
